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�Better and Smarter

Graphic Equalisers have become 

an indispensable tool for system

alignment and optimisation. But while

the demands of contemporary users,

performers and audiences have pushed

forward live sound technologies in

many areas, the performance and

functionality of ‘graphic equalisers’

has remained largely unchanged for

the last 15 years. Scores of

manufacturers have entered the

market with ‘me-too’ products giving

little thought to whether the old

‘recipe’ was still valid.  

The ASP131 and ASP231 Graphic

Processors have been designed from 

a fresh perspective. 

The performance design targets were

set after careful research and analysis

of current market expectations and

demands.



We set our performance goals high.
Just satisfying customer requirements was not our mission, striving for ways to improve 
performance and useability is what drives and motivates Audient’s designers. Just ‘good enough’
was not acceptable. 

In our quest for the best noise performance, we looked at all the industry standard audio 
op-amps and discarded each one of them in favour of brand new devices from one of the worlds
most respected specialists in audio ICs. 

We developed an output stage that can drive very large amounts of current into the difficult
loads presented by long cable runs and paralleled loads. We used a carefully optimised balanced
input stage that provides class leading rejection of unwanted signals in real world conditions. 
All of our input and output ports feature extensive RFI rejection networks and are fully protected
against accidental abuse, such as the mis-plugging of 48v phantom powered cables. The result, 
a hugely robust integration interface that will help maximise system performance and reliability. 

We took a fresh look at how people use graphics and we’re particularly proud of the dual 
operating modes implemented on the ASP131 and ASP231. Normal mode, best used for general EQ
treatment and system voicing, provides reciprocal constant Q responses with smooth combining
characteristics at all gain settings. ‘Narrow’ mode provides a much sharper cut response, which
allows removal of feedback with minimal loss of programme balance. Realising that overall 
system treatment will still be required in this mode, the boost controls still operate with the 
normal wide bandwidth.

To speed-up overall system voicing and make compensation for audience absorption and 
humidity changes, the ASP131 and ASP231 feature a Tilt control that does just what it says and 
tilts the overall system response gently about 1kHz, either boosting HF and cutting LF or vice
versa. Subtle system balance adjustment has never been easier.  

We know that equipment racks often have to be sited in poorly lit areas causing real operational
problems. ASP131 and ASP231 feature a simple but highly effective solution with centre frequencies
and operational controls, provided with back-lighting giving clear indication of system status.

While we’re not afraid to add cost where we know the result will be a better product, Audient’s
designers are also driven by the challenge of using every opportunity to eliminate unnecessary
cost. By working closely with component designers and utilising innovative industrial design 
and manufacturing techniques, the ASP131 and ASP231 Graphic Processors have been realised 
at a truly affordable price.

Attention to Detail.

• 31 bands (ASP231 - Dual graphic equaliser,

ASP131 - Single graphic equaliser).

• MFBP (Multiple Feedback Bandpass) filter

topology for enhanced sonic performance.

• Advanced High CMRR balanced input.

• High current output topology. 

• Automatic power fail bypass.

• XLR and Klippon/Phoenix I/O terminations.    

• Optional transformer balancing. 

• Optional security cover. 

• Long throw fluid damped 45mm centre

detented precision faders.

• ‘Tilt’ control for rapid overall system

response adjustment eg for

audience/humidity compensation. 

• Dual mode operation - conventional 

reciprocal boost and cut or conventional

boost with high Q ‘notch’ cut.

• +/- 10dB system gain adjustment

• Back-lit system overload indication.

• Back-lit centre frequency display.

• Continuously variable Hi-Pass filter.

• Back-lit system status display.
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Quality

At Audient quality is 

the first commandment. 

The ASP131 and ASP231 

are conceived and built to 

provide professionals with

the long term trouble free

service they rightly expect. 

Quality is evident 

everywhere you look.

Confidence
We know that live sound is tough. That’s why
we use 1.5mm sheet steel for our chassis and 
the latest high-tech clinch fastener technology.
That’s why the chassis has integral rack ears
and mounting points for rear supports. 

All circuit elements are designed with generous
operational margins and only prime quality
components are approved for use in the ASP131
and ASP231.

The care that goes into our designs is backed 
up by our fastidious build quality. Careful
Inspection is carried out at each stage of 
assembly and once complete, each unit is tested
and measured against closely defined and
exacting standards before being electrically 
and thermally cycled and retested. 

The new Tool
The ASP131 and ASP231 are the latest achieve-
ments  of Audient’s Research and Development
team. They were designed on the basis of 
market research that discovered and analysed
the needs and desires of professionals 
around the world. 

We’re proud of these new Tools.

To experience Graphic Processing contact 
your nearest Audient dealer.

inspiring
confidence

Inputs  Electronically balanced enhanced CMR

Impedance >10k ohms

Maximum input +22dBu

Common mode >70dB 10Hz-22kHz

rejection

Gain adjust +/- 10dB

Outputs Electronically balanced high current 

Impedance <50 ohms

Maximum output +22dBu into loads >600 ohms

+20dBu into loads >200 ohms

System Specifications  (EQ in & flat)

Frequency response +/-0.3dB 10Hz-22kHz

Distortion at +4dBu <0.005% 10Hz - 22kHz 

(Typically 0.003% at 1kHz)

System noise <-92dBu 20Hz - 22kHz

Channel separation >80dB at 1kHz

Equaliser section

Equaliser filters 31 multiple feedback 

constant Q

Nominal boost/cut: +/-10dB

Hi-pass filter 12dB/octave Butterworth

Sweepable 15Hz to 250Hz

Power

Voltage Selectable 230v/115v +/-10%

50/60Hz

Consumption 40VA

Dimensions

ASP131 482 x 89 x 233mm

ASP231 482 x 132 x 233mm

Weight Nett Shipping

ASP131 2.4kg 3.5kg

ASP231 6.2kg 7.3kg

Specifications

Audient plc. Tile Barn, Herriard, Hampshire, RG25 2PE, England.
Tel: +44 (0)1256 381 944  Fax: +44 (0)1256 381 906  email: audient@compuserve.com


